
A CONSTRUCTION MANAGER WHO DOUBLES

AS AN EXPERT WITNESS IN LITIGATION GIVES AN

INSIDER'S VIEW ON HOW TO AVOID THE COURTROOM

COMMON SENSE
STRATEGIES

FOR AVOIDING
In our current climate of economic prosperity and rising real estate values, the prevalence and use-

fulness of construction litigation may be on the wane. Much of the litigation and expert opinion in

recent years has resulted in unrealistic repair schemes for the sole purpose of producing a settlement

among parties to the litigation. When a plaintiff expert recommends a “remove and replace in its

entirety” scenario (M. Callahan and L. Connell Jr., Construction Defect Claims and Litigation.

1995.)—for example, arguing that all exterior stucco must be demolished and reinstalled due to a

lack of expansion joints-the defense expert frequently advocates a more modest “fix what’s broken”
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scheme to provide a minimum repair at THE MANAGEMENT
the lowest cost. This process consumes

considerable time and resources, and
PROCESS

creates a difficult environment in

UNREASONABLE

PLAINTIFF

POSITIONS OFTEN

RESULT IN

SETTLEMENT

AMOUNTS

RANGING

BETWEEN

15 PERCENT AND

25 PERCENT

which to craft a settlement. More often

than not, neither party is pleased with

the outcome; unreasonable plaintiff

positions often result in settlement

amounts ranging between 15 percent

and 25 percent of the claim amount.

Sophisticated owners, developers, con-

tractors, architects and others realize

that these disputes can be avoided-or

minimized—by employing several key

strategies in the early stages of a project.

These strategies involve equal parts of

technical expertise and management/

communication skills. While technical

expertise is certainly important in the

construction industry, if organizational

sense and communication skills are

lacking, the potential for misunder-

standings, disputes and subsequent liti-

gation is increased. Here then, in two

parts—the management process and

the construction process-are tips for

avoiding construction litigation.

ject may include the owner, architect,

engineer, contractor, construction man-

ager, inspector and primary vendors. It

is important to view these players as

your partners, and to make an effort to
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understand their respective positions

during the contract negotiation phase.

The American Institute of Architects has

defined “partnering” to describe this

concept succinctly: “The idea of part-

nering is a simple one. The parties agree

to do two things: (1) jointly confront

and manage the risks involved in creat-

ing a project and (2) establish and pro-

mote a nurturing partnership environ-

ment. . . . It is intended to open up

communication, to establish a shared

WHERE

COMMUNICATION

IS A TOP

PRIORITY, DEAL-

ING WITH UNEX-

PECTED CHANGE

CAN BE A GROUP

EFFORT, THEREBY

MINIMIZING

FINGERPOINTING

AND BLAME.

project culture (without regard to orga-

nizational boundaries) and to set the

stage for problem-solving rather than

litigation.”

Remaining flexible and accessible

allows the partners to view changes as

opportunities for mutual benefit.

Changes are inevitable in construction,



whether they’re design changes initiat-

ed by the owner or field changes due to

MAKE TRUST AND

COMMUNICATION

YOUR MOST

IMPORTANT

ASSET WHEN

BUILDING

RELATIONSHIPS

AND

ESTABLISHING

THE PROJECT

TEAM.

unforeseen conditions. In a flexible

environment where communication is

a top priority, dealing with unexpected

change can be a group effort, thereby

minimizing fingerpointing and blame.

Trust is key to open communication.

Prioritize goals to specifically meet the

project schedule and budget. Define

your mission, gather information and

learn as much as possible about a given

subject before proceeding. Example:

Rather than accepting prior reports on

the asbestos content of exterior stucco,

have the stucco tested by an indepen-

dent testing laboratory unassociated

with abatement contractors.

Hire a construction manager to better

articulate the owner’s goals and to

facilitate the contractor’s work. A CM

who’s been involved in construction lit-

igation as an expert witness under-

stands the issues, and knows what to

look for during design and construc-

tion to avoid legal action later. The CM

represents the owner, and should pos-

sess the ability to inter-relate the mul-

tiple contracts and interests of the vari-

ous parties (partners).

Make trust and communication your

most important asset when building

relationships and establishing the pro-

ject team. The bidding period provides

an excellent opportunity to do this by
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testing the project drawings and speci-

fications as well as each partner’s knowl-

edge and willingness to work together.

Lack of teamwork results in an incom-

plete scope of work, poor coordination

surface of the plywood.

Firestop construction. Firestopping

and draftstopping, in the form of

blocking and/or other approved

SUCCESS IN CONSTRUCTION ALWAYS

DEPENDS ON COOPERATION, AND

COOPERATION CAN BE BEST ACHIEVED

WHEN THE PARTICIPANTS TRUST EACH

OTHER AND ARE FREE TO

COMMUNICATE AS NEEDED.

of contract documents and change

orders that could have been avoided

earlier in the development process.

Example: By anticipating the potential

need for additional work and incorpo-

rating appropriate unit costs, the con-

struction agreement can reduce the

delay and impact of negotiating change

orders.

THE CONSTRUCTION
PROCESS

Following is a list of defects most com- Inspect weather-resistive barrier or

monly sited in construction litigation “weather envelope” to ensure that the

cases. By monitoring construction of individual components have been ade-

these building components and com- quately lapped (“weatherboard fash-

municating effectively with partners, ion”) and integrated with the flashings

these issues can be properly resolved around windows, doors and all exterior

during the construction process: openings.

Shear wall nailing. Typical defects with

shear walls include using box nails

instead of common nails, driving nails

too close to the edge of the plywood

panel, spacing nails too far apart and

allowing the nail heads to fracture the

Inspect stucco to ensure that the instal-

lation meets the 7/8-inch code-required

thickness, correct jointing and weep

screeds, and proper finish appearance.

Inspect below-grade waterproofing to

firestopping materials (including min-

eral wool and glass fiber insulation), is

required between floors, at concealed

spaces such as soffits and at lo-foot

intervals along the length of walls

between living units. Openings around

pipes, ducts, chimneys, etc. between

floors should be firestopped with non-

combustible materials. Walls having

parallel or staggered studs for sound

transmission control shall have firestops

of mineral wool or other approved non-

rigid material.



ensure that the materials installed on

subsurface walls and the system

designed to carry water away from the

substructure has been installed and is

functioning properly.

Inspect roof repairs, sheet metal flash-

ings, skylights and clerestories for prop-

er installation and water tightness.

Monitor levelness of floors (identifying

conditions of excessive slope or deflec-

tion) and interior quality standards (fit

and finish).

Acoustical consideration involving

party wall construction, lightweight

concrete elevated slabs and drywall ceil-

ings mounted on resilient channels all

improve sound privacy between neigh-

bors. The size/span of floor joists also

impacts sound transmission.

Success in construction always depends

on cooperation, and cooperation can

best be achieved when the participants

trust each other and are free to commu-

nicate as needed. If the partners are

proactive and view challenges as oppor-

tunities for advancing or achieving the

project goals, they can resolve conflict in

a collaborative environment. Because

construction involves constant change,

a goal oriented team approach relying

on careful planning technical coordina-

tion, human resources and monetary

incentive provides the surest way to suc-

cessfully complete a construction pro-

ject and avoid the courtroom.
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